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Abstract

In this lab we were educated in relationship between line and phase voltages in a balanced
Y-connected 3 phase load and relationship between line and load currents in a balanced delta
connected 3 phase load.

1 Introduction

Typically a three phase power system is made of a generator with a start connected output and
either a star or delta connected loads. Current relationships are considered when delta load is
connected while voltage relationships when star load is connected. We try to balance the loads
of transmission lines in power systems, with balanced loads the terminal voltages of the generator
and the phase voltages at the load are balanced. In this we are going to find the line current,
line voltage, phase voltage and phase current between/through each terminal of the supply to the
neutral.

More the inductive the circuit nature is, more energy losses and less power factor. Less the
inductive the circuit nature is, less energy losses and less power factor. Less the Capacitive the
circuit nature is, more energy losses and less power factor. More the Capacitive the circuit nature
is, less energy losses and less power factor.
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2 Experiment Set-up

2.1 Experiment 1: Y-Y Connection

The experiment was set up according to the circuit diagram below. The resistors were connected
in such a way that they were in star/Y connection with the star/Y connected 3-phase source.
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2.2 Experiment 2: Y-∆ Connection

The experiment was set up according to the circuit diagram below. The resistors were connected
in such a way that they were in Delta connection with the star/Y connected 3-phase source.

3 List of Equipment used

• Resistor Bank Load

• Connecting Wires

• Phase Analyser

• Multi-meter.

• Analogue AC Voltmeter.

• Analogue AC Ammeter.
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4 Procedure

• Connect the circuit as shown in the manual.

• Turn ON or OFF the power supply after the circuit is connected.

• Check and record the values onto the lab manual.
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5 Results and Discussions

At the end of the exercise we got the following results:-

• In a balanced three phase sytem, a Y connected device carries the whole line current, and
1/
√

3 times the line voltage.

• A Y connected supply and load provides a neutral point.

• In a balanced three phase system, a Delta connected device carries 1/
√

3 times the line
current and the whole line voltage. That is, the magnitude of the line current is

√
3 times

the magnitude of the phase current.

• A Delta connected supply and load has no neutral point.
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6 Conclusion

• The line voltages are at a phase difference of 120 from each other. eg. Van = Vp6 0, Vbn =
Vp6 -120, Vcn = Vp6 -240.

• The Root Mean Square Value of a voltage or current is given by Xrms = Xpeak/
√
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• Y-Y connection is typically very easy to handle with.

7 Team Dynamics

Everybody in the group contributed equally in making Lab report, doing the experiment and
concluding results analytically.
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